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ABSTRACT. Let H {a,b,c,... and r {a, B, Y,... be two non-empty sets. H is

called a F-semlgroup if ab M, for a F and b M and (ab)c aa(bc), for

all a,b,c H and for all a,B F. A semlgroup can be considered as a F-semlgroup.

In this paper we introduce orthodox F-semlgroups and extend different results of

orthodox semlgroups to orthodox F-semlgroups.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

Let A and B be two non-empty sets, M the set of all mappings from A to B, and a

set of some mappings from B to A. The usual mapplng product of two elements of M can

not be deflned. But if we take f, g from M and from then the usual mapping

product f o can be defined. Also we find that f o H and (fe)h f egh) for

f,g,h TM and a,B F.

If M is the set of mxn matrices and is a set of some nxm matrices over the

field of real numbers, then we can define A a B such that
m,n n,m m,n

m,n n,m m,n ,m m,n m,n n,m m,n ,n
where A ,Bm,n,C M and

m)n m,n

, . An algebralc system satisfying the assoclatlve property of the above
N,m n,m

type is a r-semtgroup (Saha [1]).

DEFINITION 1.1. Let M {a,b,c and rf{a, 6 be two non-empty sets. M is

called a -semtgroup if (i) aob H for r and a,b e M and (ti) (ab)c a(bc),

for all a,b,c H and for all , r.
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A semigroup can be considered a r-semlgroup in the following sense. Let S be an

arbitrary semlgroup. Let be a symbol not representing any element of S. Let us

extend the given binary relation in S to S U by defining II and la al a for

all a In S. It can be shown that S U is a semlgroup with identity element I.

Let r {I}. Putting ab alb it can be shown that the semlgroup S is a

F-semlgroup where Y {I}. Since every semlgroup is a F-semlgroup in the above

sense, the main thrust of our work is to extend different fundamental results of

semlgroups to r-semlgroups. In Sen and Saha [2] and Saha [1,3,4] we have extended

some results of semlgroups to r-semlgroups. In this paper we want to introduce

orthodox r-semlgroups and we want to extend results of Hall [5] and Yamada [6]

to r-semlgroups.

2. PRELIMINARIES.

We recall the following definitions and results from [I], [2], [3] and [4].

DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be a r-semlgroup. A non-empty subset B of M is said to be

a r-subsemigroup of M if BYB c B.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let M be a Y-semlgroup. An element a E M is said to be regular if

a E aYMra, where arMra {abSa: b M, a, r}. A Y-semlgroup M is said to be

regular if every element of M is regular.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Let M be the set of 3x2 matrices and r be a set of some 2x3 matrices

over a fleld. We show that M is a regular -semlgroup. Let A M, where A" (i i)
Then we choose B E Y according to the following cases such that ABABA ABA A.

CASE I. When the submatrlx is non-slngular, then ad be 0. e,f may

both be 0 or one of them Is 0 or th of them are non-zero.

Then
ad-bc ad-bc

-c a
ad-bc ad-bc

and we find ABA A.

CASE 2. af- be 0. Then B ABA A.

CASE 3. cf de 0. Then
f _dlandcf-de cfd
-e

of-de

ABA A.

CASE 4. When the submatrices are singular. Then either

ad bc 0,

af de 0

ad bc 0 or

cf be 0
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If all the elements of A are O, then the case is trivial. Next we consider at least

one of the elements of A is non-zero, say O, i 1,2,3 and J 1,2. Then we
-I aij

take the bjith element of B as (aij) and the other elements of B are zero and we

find that ABA A. Thus A is regular. Hence M is a regular F-semlgroup.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let M be a F-semlgroup. An element e M is said to be an

idempotent of M if there exists an = E F such that eee e. In this case we shall say

e is an a-ldempotent.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let M be a r-semigroup and a E M. Let b E M and ,B E r. b is

said to be an (,B) inverse of a if a aabBa and b bBaab. In this case we shall

write b VB(a).
DEFINITION 2.5. A regular r-semlgroup M is called an inverse F-semigroup if

IV(a)l I, for all a E M and for all ,B E F, whenever VB(a) That is every

element a of M has a unique (, 8) inverse whenever the (=, 8) inverse of a exists.

THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a F-semlgroup. M is an inverse F-semlgroup if and only if

(i) M is regular and (ii) if e and f are any two a-idempotents of M then ef fee,

where E F.

LEMMA 2.2. Let M be a regular F-semlgroup and let M’ be a F’-semigroup. Let

(f,g) be a homomorphlsm from (M, F) onto (M’, r’). Then M’ is a regular r’-semlgroup.

3. ORTHODOX Y-SEMIGROUP.

DEFINITION 3.1. A regular r-semlgroup M is called an orthodox r-semigroup if for

e an a-ldempotent and f a -idempotent then ear, foe are B-idempotents and e Bf, f Be
are a-idempotents.

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A {1,2,3} and B {4,5}. M denotes the set of all mappings

from A to B. Here members of M will describe the images of the elements 1,2,3. For

example the map I+4, 2+5, 3+4 will be written as (4,5,4) and (4,4,5) denotes the map

I+4, 2+4, 3+5. Again a map from B+A wlll be in the same fashion. For example (1,2)
denotes 4+I, 5+2. Now, M {(4,4,4), (4,4,5), (4,5,4), (4,5,5), (5,5,5), (5,4,5),
(5,4,4), (5,5,4)} Let F {(I,I), (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (2,2), (3,3)} be a set of

some mappings from B to A. Let f,g E M and = E r. Under the usual mapping

composition, f c is a mapping from A to B and hence f E M. Also, we can easily show

that (fc)Bh f(gBh), for all f,g,h M and ,B E Y. One can easily verify that M

is a regular r-semigroup. Here

(4,4,4) (I,I) (4,4,4) (I,I) (4,4,4)= (4,4,4)

(4,4,5) (1,3) (4,4,5) (1,3) (4,4,5)- (4,4,5)
(4,5,4) (1,2) (4,5,4) (1,2) (4,5,4)= (4,5,4)
(4,5,5) (i,2) (4,5,5) (1,2) (4,5,5)= (4,5,5)

(5,5,5) (1,1) (5,5,5) (I,I) (5,5,5)= (5,5,5)
(5,4,5) (1,2) (5,4,4) (1,2) (5,4,5)= (5,4,5)
(5,4,4) (1,2) (5,4,5) (1,2) (5,4,4)= (5,4,4)
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(5,5,4) (1,2) (5,4,5) (1,3) (5,5,4)--(5,5,4)
Here (4,4,5) is (1,3) idempotent, and (5,4,4) is (2,1) idempotent, but (4,4,5) (1,3)
(5,4,4) (5,5,4) is not an idempotent. Hence this regular r-semlgroup is not an

orthodox r-semlgroup.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let Q* denote the set of all non-zero rational numbers. Let r be

the set of all positive integers. Let a E Q*, a E F and b e Q*. aub is defined

by al ab. For this operation Q* is a r-semigroup. Let p
E Q*. Now

Iql I11 p P. Hence this is
q

Jq],p, a regular r-semigroup. Here --,lql e r is a qq q q
idempotent. These are the only idempotents of Q*. Now lq is apidempotent.
Hence Q* is an orthodox F-semlgroup.

THEOREM 3.3. Every inverse r-semlgroup is an orthodox r-semigroup.

PROOF. Let M be an inverse r-semlgroup. Let e be a a-idempotent and f be a

8-1dempotent. Now ear E M. Since M is an inverse r-semlgroup, let x V(eof).
Then eafSxyeaf eaf, xeafSx x. Let g fSxyeaf. Then gg g. Also, let
h fSxye. Then, fSxyeafSfSx(eafSxyeaf fSxyeafSxyeaf fSxyeaf g. This shows
that gh0g g. Similarly h0gBh--h. Hence gEVSa(h). Also eaf VS(h). Since M is

an Inverse r-semlgroup, g eaf. Hence eaf is a 8-1dempotent. Similarly we can show
that foe is 8-1dempotent, and both eSf and fBe are a-ldempotents.

EXAMPLE 3.4. In example 3.2 we have shown that Q* is an orthodox r-semigroup.
v vNow (l/q) e (q/p). Also (-l/q) (q/p). Hence Q* is not an inverse r-semtgroup.P p

THEOREM 3.5. A regular r-semigroup M is an orthodox r-semigroup if an only if for
any a-ldempotent e M, where a r, if VSa(e) , and V(e) ,, then each member of

VSa(e) and V s(e) is a 8-1dempotent.

PROOF. Suppose M is an orthodox r-semlgroup. Let e be an a-idempotent of M and
let x VS(e). Then eaxBe e and xBeax x. Now eax is a 8-idempotent and xBe is an

-idempotent. Then x--(xBe)a(eax) is a 8-Idempotent. Next let y V a8(e). Then

eBy0e e and yoeBY y. Now yoe is a -idempotent and eBy is an a-ldempotent.
Then y-- (yoe)a(eBy) is a B-idempotent. Conversely suppose that M satisfies the given
conditions. Let e be an a-idempotent and f be a B-Idempotent. Consider e af. Now
ear M, and since M is regular there exists x e M and y, 5 r such that

eafvxSeaf e0f and xSeafx x. Let g fxSe. Then

gcg fxeafx)e fxe g. Now, eafSfyxeoeaf eafyxeaf eaf and

fxeceafSfyxe fyxefyxe fyxe. Hence eaf e VS(fyxe). Then by the given
condition ear is 8-1dempotent. Dually we can prove that foe is 8-1dempotent.
Similarly, it is easy to see that e Sf and f Be are cr-ldempotents.

THEOREM 3.6. A regular F-semigroup M is an orthodox r-semlgroup if and only if

82for a,b M, , ,81,82 e r, a’ Val(a), and b’ Vsl(b)we have

b’ 2a’ eV
% 8i81(ab) and b’ala’ e V (a82b).
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PROOF. Let us assume that M is an orthodox Y-semlgroup. Let a’e v a2(a) and
B2

b’ e V sl(b). Then aala’a2a a, a’a2aala’ a’, bSlb’2b b, and b’2blb’ b’.

Now a’a2a is an al-ldempotent and bBlb’ is a 82-1dempotent. Hence (a’a2a)al(bBl b’) is

a B2-1dempotent, and (bib’)B2(a’a2a) is an al-ldempotent. (a’a2a)82(bBlb’) is an

al-ldempotent and (bBlb’)ct1(a’a2a) is a 2-1dempotent.
a alb 81b’ B2a’ a2aalb aala a2aalb BIB’ 82a’ a2aalb 81b’ 82b

aala’a2aalbSlb’82b (since a’a2aalbSlb’ is 82 idempotent)

aalb.
b’a’a2abB1 b’82a’ b’82bB1b’82a’a2aob81b’B2a’a2aa’

b’B2bBlb’B2a’a2aala’ (since bSlb’B2a’a2a is aI- idempotent)

b’ B2a’.

Hence b’S2a’ e Vs(aalb). Similarly it can be shown that b’oa’ e VB(a82b).
Conversely, assume that the given conditions hold in M. Let e be an a-ldempotent and

f be a -idempotent of M. Now f e V8(f) and e e Va(e). Then by the given conditions

(1) ear VS(fBe) and (ll) eSf V(fee). From (1) we get eafSfSeeeaf eaf.

Then ear,ear eaf. Thus eaf is a 8-1dempotent. From (ll) we get feeeeSfBfee fee.

Then feeSfee fee. So, fee is 8-1dempotent. Again

e e Va(e)a and f e V (f). Then by the given conditions we get (ill) fSe e V s(eaf)
and (iv) fee e Vs(eSf). From (ill)we get fSeeeafSfSe fe. Then feafSe fe.

Hence fSe is cr-ldempotent. From (iv) we get eSfSfeeeeSf eSf. So, eSfeeSf eSf.

Thus e Sf is a-ldempotent. Hence M is an orthodox r-semlgroup.

THEOREM 3.7. A regular r-semlgroup M is an orthodox r-semigroup if and only if

for a,b e M, VS(a) N VS(b) # @ for some c8 e r. This implies that

V(a) V$(b) for all y, e r.

PROOF. Suppose M is an orthodox r-semlgroup. For a,b e M, let there exist

a, 8 e r such that V(a) S V(b) # . Let y, e r. First let us show that

V$(a) V$(b). Let a’e VS(a)0 VS(b)’e and a* e V(a). Then ac,a’Sa a,

a’Sace’ a’, bce’Sb b, a’Sbcm’ a’, aya*a a, a*aya* a*. We can easily

show that
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(a*6a)ct(a’ 8b)’ (a*6a) (3.1)

Now a*6a is y-idempotent, and a’Bb is -idempotent. Hence (a*6a)(a’Sb) is

y-Idempotent. Then from (3.1) we get

(a*a)o.(a’ 8b)y(a*6a) a*& (3.2)

Now a’ Ba a’ Baya*6a a’ Baya*aom’ 8bya*&a a’ Baem’ 8bya*&a a’ 8bya*6a.

Hence ba’ a ba’ 8bya*a bya*a.

Again we can show that (ba’)8(aya*1(aya*).

Hence (aya*)6(ba’)8(aya*) aya*.

(3.3)

Now (bom’)8(aya*) is 6-1dempotent.

Then am’ aya*6aa’ aya*6baa’Baya*6aa’ aya*gbcm’Baa’ aya*6bcm’

am’ aa*gba’ b aya*6b. (3.4)

Now, bya*gb ba*6aya*6b

bya*6aa’8b by (3.4)

ba’Sacm’8b by (3.3)

bta’8b b

and a* 6bya* a* 6aya* 6bya* 6aya*

a* 6aya* 6b(a Ba’y’a*

a*aoa’ 8born’ Baya*

by (3.3)

by (3.4)

a* 6a (m ga "ya* a* aya* a*.

Hence a* e Vy(b). Thus V (a) cV (b). Similarly V(
Conversely, assume that the given condition holds in M.

Thus Vy(a) V y(b).
Let e be -idempotent

and f be 8-1dempotent. Consider ec. Since M is regular, there exists y, 6 r and

x M such that eofyxef ef and x6eofx x. Let g f. en g g.

Hence f Va(f). Let h e. en h h. Also, f Va(e).

Hence V (g) V h) # O- en V (g) V(h) for any O E Y. Bute e

and fgf f. Hence

tplte thate e. S eMM e. enee e t g-tdepotent,

Similarly, it can be proved that fe is a 8-1dempotent and both eSf and fe are

-Idempotents. Let M be a regular r-semlgroup and a,b e M, a’ VS(a), and

b’ E V(b). Then e a’Ba is -idempotent and f byb’ is 6-1dempotent. Let 0 F.
i

Suppose x Vl(e0f). Then e0f e0foxSleOf and x XSleOf=Ix.
Let g foxSle. Now g0g foxSleOfoxSl e foxSle g. Hence g is 0-idempotent.
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Also gee g f and eSgOf eSf. Now,

(aSb)(b’goa’)8(aeb) ae(bb’)g(a’Ba)b afgeb

aSfgOb aegeb a0m’BaegSbyb’gb

aeegSfb aeSf6b ash.

Similarly we can show that (8’ga’)8(aSb)(b’6gom’) b’ga’. Hence

b’ gm’ V$(aeb). Thus we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.8. Let M be a regular r-semlgroup and a,b M. If a’ e VS(a),
b’ V6(b) and e e F, then there exists a O-idempotent g M and b’ga’ V S(aeb).

4. INVERSE F-SEMIGROUP CONGRUENCE.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let M be a r-sem[group. A congruence on M is defined as an

equivalence relation p on the set M stable under left and right F-operations. That

is, for every a,b,c M, (a,b) e p Implies (ca,cb) p and (ac,bc) for all

r. A left (right) congruence on M Is an equivalence relation on M, stable under

left (right) F-operatlon.

Let M be a r-semigroup. Let p be a congruence on M. We define

(a)bo) (ab)O for all ao, bp E M/p and for all = e F. It can easily be seen that

the definition is well defined and M/ is a F-semigroup. Let us now characterize the

minimum inverse r-semigroup congruence on an orthodox F-semigroup.

DEFINITION 4.2. Let M be an orthodox F-semlgroup. A congruence on M will be

called an inverse F-semigroup congruence if M/p is an inverse F-semlgroup.

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be an orthodox F-semigroup. Then the relation defined

by {(a,b) e MxM: VB(a) V8(5) for all 8 e F} is the minimum inverse

F-semigroup congruence on M.

PROOF. From the definition of p it is clear that p is an equivalence relation.

To prove that is a congruence relation, assume that (a,b) e , c e M and 8 e F.

V(a) Vb) for all =,8 e F. Hence there exists =,8 e F such thatThen

V(a) V(b) * ,. Let a* VS(a) VS(b), c* V(c). Then by Lemma 3.8

c*ga* V(aOc) and c*gcm* VS(b0c) for some e-ldempotent g g0g M. Hence

V(a0c) OV(b0c) . Then by Theorem 3.7, V(aOc) VS(bOc)e for all 8 F, so that
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(aSc, bSc) e p. Similarly we can show that (cSa, cob) p. Hence p is a congruence

on M. Suppose now e e ce and f far are two idempotents of M. Then e af and foe are

a-ldempotents and ear V(eaf) and ear Va(foe). Hence Va(eaf)N Va(foe)

Consequently V$(eaf) V$(fce)for all y, 6 e r. Thus we find that (eaf,fce) E

Hence from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 we find that M/p is an inverse r-semlgroup.

Finally, suppose that Pl is a congruence on M such that M/p is an inverse

r-semlgroup. If (a,b) e p then VS(a) VS(b) for all a, 8 r. There exist x e M and

a, 8 r such that a: a, xlx x, b:Sb b and xSbx x

Then (aPl)a(xPl)(aPl) aPl,(xPt)(aPl)a(xPl) xPl,(bPt)a(XPl)(bPl) bPt
(xpl)8(bpl)a(xpI) xp Hence aPl bp e V a8(xPl). But M/O is an inverse

r-semlgroup. Hence IV;(xPl) I. Then ap bpI, so that (a,b) PI" Hence pc PI"
This completes the proof.
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